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Abstract. The purpose of this work is to investigate the prospects of using the future
standard siren data without redshift measurements to constrain cosmological parameters.
With successful detections of gravitational wave (GW) signals an era of GW astronomy has
begun. Unlike the electromagnetic domain, GW signals allow direct measurements of lumi-
nosity distances to the sources, while their redshifts remain to be measured by identifying
electromagnetic counterparts. This leads to significant technical problems for almost all pos-
sible BH-BH systems. It is the major obstacle to cosmological applications of GW standard
sirens. In this paper, we introduce the general framework of using luminosity distances alone
for cosmological inference. The idea is to use the prior knowledge of the redshift probability
distribution for coalescing sources from the intrinsic merger rates assessed with population
synthesis codes. Then the posterior probability distributions for cosmological parameters can
be calculated. We demonstrate the performance of our method on the simulated mock data
and show that the luminosity distance measurement would enable an accurate determination
of cosmological parameters up to 20% uncertainty level. We also find that in order to infer
H0 to 1% level with flat ΛCDM model, we need about 10
5 events.
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1 Introduction
In the past decade, flat ΛCDM model has emerged as the standard cosmological model. By
assuming the existence of some form of dark energy with equation of state coefficient w = −1
(equivalent to the cosmological constant) and the cold dark matter (CDM) predominantly
clumped in large scale structure, the flat ΛCDM model is consistent with various cosmological
observations. Two key parameters in this model are the Hubble constant H0 and the matter
density parameter Ωm. The H0 is particularly noteworthy which represents the current
expansion rate and is related to the age, size, and critical density of the Universe. However,
the inferred value of H0 from the Planck satellite [1] is in tension with other low redshift
measurements [2–4]. Thus, a 1% accurate measurement of H0 is highly needed to understand
whether the tensions within the ΛCDM model are real and require new physics.
Recent detections of gravitational waves (GW) by advanced LIGO/Virgo detectors have
opened a new window to the Universe [5–10] which will have a significant impact on physics
and astronomy. The detected GW signal came from the coalescence of double compact
objects (DCO)1, i.e., BH-BH binary systems in all these cases, besides GW170817 [9] which
was the first NS-NS coalescence ever detected and accompanied by successfully identified
electromagnetic (EM) counterpart. This category of GW sources (i.e., inspiralling DCOs)
can be considered as standard sirens [11] — named so, in analogy to standard candles in the
EM domain. However, contrary to EM probes, with GW inspiral signal one can measure
the luminosity distance DL to the source directly, without the need of taking into account
the cosmic distance ladder. This idea has been widely discussed in the literature for both
ground-based detectors [12–16] and space-based detectors [17, 18] — the above references
being just indicative and by no means exhaustive.
Encouraged by the development of new technologies leading to the Advanced LIGO
detectors, GW scientific community is designing and planning to build a new generation
detector called the Einstein Telescope (ET) which will broaden the accessible volume of
the Universe by three orders of magnitude. Given this sensitivity, the service of ET would
1The DCO comprise of NS-NS, BH-NS and BH-BH binary systems.
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yield 103 − 107 detections per year up to redshift z = 17 [19], and thus could provide a
considerable database of luminosity distances to these sources. Such rich statistics of DL
measurements is very promising in the context of constraining cosmological parameters to
much higher precision. In particular, it was demonstrated that with a dozen of lensed GW
and EM signals, which would be quite realistic in the era of the ET, one could measure H0
with sub-percent accuracy [20].
The standard way of cosmological inference is by using the DL − z diagram and con-
fronting observed values with theoretical DL(z) function dependent on cosmological param-
eters. Therefore one needs an independent determination of DL and the redshift z. In the
EM domain redshift is an obvious observable, with DL being a tricky one. With GW sig-
nals, the reverse is true: DL is a direct observable, while z should somehow be assessed. In
a vast majority of works discussing the standard siren approach, an optimistic assumption
was made that an accompanying EM signal will be detected thus allowing for determination
of z. However it is not an easy task, first because the GW signals are detected with low
resolution of their sky location, typically ∼ 10 deg2 accuracy [21]. Hence, identifying the
EM counterpart from the extensive region is difficult. Fortunately, in the case of GW170817
favorable location of the source with respect to three LIGO/Virgo detectors and the lumi-
nosity distance inferred from the waveform considerably constrained candidate host galaxies
and eventually optical counterpart was observed in one of them. In several papers, it was
proposed to determine the ∆zi range from the possible host galaxies for the GW source
[14, 22, 23]. Similarly, the cross-correlation between spatial distributions of the DCOs and
the known-redshift galaxies was proposed to constrain the distance-redshift relation [24]. The
authors of [25] suggested a self-calibrating iterative scheme to mitigate the misidentification
of DCO sources. However, some of the GW signals registered in the era of the ET would
come from very high redshifts (i.e., z > 4) where the EM counterparts and possible hosts are
extremely faint and not readily observable. At last, the DCO signals are dominated by the
BH-BH systems which most likely would not be accompanied by noticeable EM counterparts.
This is what could be expected on theoretical grounds and what we indeed experienced with
five successful BH-BH detections so far.
Attempting to overcome the difficulties with redshifts inherent to GW astrophysics, we
propose a new approach to construct the posterior probability distribution for the cosmo-
logical parameters using the distribution of sources’ redshifts as a prior. In this paper, we
calculate the prior redshift distribution of sources based on the intrinsic merger rates of the
DCOs together with the expected sensitivity of the ET. On the simulated data, we show that
one could achieve the precision of cosmological inference comparable to that achievable from
current EM data and one would be able to measure H0 with 1% accuracy using the data
gathered by the ET in one year of its operation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline the method of constructing
the posterior probability distribution for cosmological parameters and introduce an idea of
how to set up the priors. In Section 3, we investigate the prospects of our approach by
carrying out the Monte Carlo probability maximization using simulated mock data for two
popular cosmological models. We discuss the results and conclude in Section 4.
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2 Methodology
2.1 Theoretical framework
In this section, we introduce the general framework of using luminosity distances alone for
cosmological inference. Usually, the redshift is a key information in this context, but as
we already mentioned for most of GW events redshift will be unknown and unmeasurable.
Therefore, we start with noticing that the redshift probability distribution for DCO coalescing
sources could be calculated and then used to derive posterior probability distributions for
cosmological parameters.
Let us consider a number of n GW events detected by the ET, with luminosity distances
directly measured from their waveforms denoted collectively as ~D ≡ (D1, D2, ..., Dn). The
redshifts of these events are unknown. Our goal is to construct the posterior probability
distribution of cosmological parameters ~Ω ≡ (H0,Ωm) for ΛCDM model (or some bigger
collection of parameters for other cosmological models). We will use Bayes theorem taking
the redshift distribution of the sources as a prior.
Focusing on the i-th event one can write:
P (~Ω, zi|Di, I) = P (~Ω|zi, Di, I)Pobs(zi|Di, I)
=
P (Di|~Ω, zi, I)P (~Ω|zi, I)
P (Di|zi, I)
P (Di|zi, I)Pobs(zi|I)
P (Di|I)
=
P (Di|~Ω, zi, I)Pobs(zi|~Ω, I)
P (Di|I) P (
~Ω|I) (2.1)
where P (Di|~Ω, zi, I) is the likelihood function for the observed data. Pobs(zi|~Ω, I) and P (~Ω|I)
are the priors on the redshift and the cosmological parameters, respectively. Let us emphasize
that the prior on redshifts is a prior of observed events and already includes detector selection
effects. Hence we used the notation Pobs(zi|...) to make it clear to the reader that it does
not represent intrinsic redshift distribution of sources. All the other background information
related to this study is denoted by I and all probabilities considered are conditional on it.
As usual, P (Di|I) plays the role of normalization constant. Note that the expression of
Pobs(zi|~Ω, I) means that the redshift probability distribution could be inferred invoking a
specific cosmological model. The likelihood P (Di|~Ω, zi, I) can be taken in the form:
P (Di|~Ω, zi, I) ∝ e−χ2(Di|~Ω,zi,I)/2 (2.2)
where
χ2(Di|~Ω, zi, I) =
(
DiL,obs −DiL,theo(~Ω, zi, I)
)2
σ2DL
. (2.3)
with DiL,theo(
~Ω, zi, I) denoting theoretical value of the luminosity distance corresponding to
the redshift zi calculated within a cosmological model with parameters ~Ω. One should note
that the GW amplitude h(t) measured in the detector is proportional to D−1L . This means
that if one refers to wave strain measurements one has to acknowledge this dependence in
formulating the likelihood. However, in our case we use the luminosity distances inferred
from GW data (along with the precision of this inference) as observables. In such case the
likelihood (2.3) is justified and indeed such kind of expression was already used by other
authors in the context of GW cosmography, e.g. in [23].
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Marginalizing P (~Ω, zi|Di, I) over the redshift, we can write the posterior probability of
cosmological parameters as:
P (~Ω|Di, I) =
∫ zmax
0
P (~Ω, z′i|Di, I)dz′i
= P (~Ω|I)
∫ zmax
0
P (Di|~Ω, z′i, I)Pobs(z′i|~Ω, I)
P (Di|I) dz
′
i. (2.4)
Given that one GW event is independent of the others, the combined posterior probability
inferred from the entire set of events could be calculated. Note that the cosmological param-
eter prior P (~Ω|I) is common to all events, and accordingly this prior should be used only
once:
P (~Ω| ~D, I) = P (~Ω|I)
n∏
i=1
∫ zmax
0
P (Di|~Ω, z′i, I)Pobs(z′i|~Ω, I)
P (Di|I) dz
′
i. (2.5)
Once a set of measured luminosity distances from the GW events is obtained, the
Eq. (2.5) could be calculated, provided that the prior probability distributions Pobs(zi|~Ω, I)
and P (~Ω|I) are given.
2.2 The prior setup
As outlined above, in order to calculate the posterior, we need to set the priors concerning
cosmological parameters P (~Ω|I) and the redshifts of GW events (i.e., Pobs(zi|~Ω, I)). Aim-
ing to study the performance of cosmological inference from GW signals alone, we will set
uniform priors on P (~Ω|I)) trying not to make use of values suggested by other independent
experiments. On the other hand, the distribution of Pobs(zi|~Ω, I) is not straightforward and
needs to be considered prudently. In this work, we derive the Pobs(zi|~Ω, I) by considering the
intrinsic merger rate and the expected sensitivity of the ET.
In principle, the prior probability distribution of redshifts of GW sources is equivalent to
the number density of the detected events as a function of redshift which have been predicted
many times since the pioneering paper [26]. We refer the reader to more recent studies in
[15, 27]. In particular, the detection rate of GWs has been calculated by [28, 29], taking
into account the intrinsic merger rates of the whole class of DCOs (i.e., NS-NS, BH-NS and
BH-BH). These merger rates have been calculated by [30] as a function of redshift using
StarTrack population synthesis evolutionary code.
The general idea of such calculation is the following. The criterion, which defines
whether a DCO inspiral event is detectable, is that the value of its signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is greater than the ET threshold (assumed as ρ0 =8). In general, the SNR ρ for a
single detector is:
ρ = 8Θ
r0
DL(zs)
(
(1 + z)M0
1.2M
)5/6√
ζ(fmax) (2.6)
where Θ is the orientation factor capturing part of sensitivity pattern due to (usually non-
optimal) random relative orientation of a DCO system with respect to the detector. Four
angles describe this relative orientation: (θ, φ) describe the direction to the binary relative to
the detector, while (ψ, ι) describe the binary’s orientation relative to the line-of-sight between
it and the detector. The quantity r0 is detector’s characteristic distance parameter. In this
study, we focus on the initial ET configuration for which r0 = 1527 Mpc. The dimensionless
function ζ(fmax) depends only on detector’s noise, its argument is the orbital frequency when
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the inspiral terminates, and its value is close to unity (see e.g. [15]). M0 is the intrinsic chirp
mass of the DCO system. Following previous work ([27–29]), we assumed the chirp masses as
average values for each category of DCO simulated by population synthesis: 1.2 M for NS-
NS, 3.2 M for BH-NS and 6.7 M for BH-BH systems. Clearly, once all other parameters
are fixed, ρ is a random quantity related to Θ. The probability distribution for Θ calculated
under the assumption of uncorrelated orientation angles (θ, φ, ψ, ι) has the following form:
PΘ(Θ) = 5Θ(4−Θ)3/256, if 0 < Θ < 4 (2.7)
PΘ(Θ) = 0, otherwise
The differential inspiral rate per redshift concerning events which exceed the threshold
(i.e., ρ > ρ0 =8) can be expressed as:
dN˙(> ρ0)
dz
= 4pi
(
c
H0
)3 n˙0(zs)
1 + zs
r˜2(zs)
E(zs)
CΘ(x(zs)) (2.8)
where n˙0(zs) is the intrinsic coalescence rate of DCOs in the local Universe at redshift zs
calculated by [30] from the population synthesis code, CΘ(x) =
∫∞
x PΘ(Θ)dΘ and x(z, ρ) =
ρ
8(1 + z)
1/6 c
H0
r˜(z)
r0
(
1.2 M
M0
)5/6
. Finally, the yearly detection rate of DCO sources extending
to the redshift zs can be calculated as:
N˙(> ρ0|zs) =
∫ zs
0
dN˙(> ρ0)
dz
dz. (2.9)
Eq. (2.9) was used by [28] to predict the yearly detection rate by the ET (see Table 1 and
2 therein), showing that hundreds of thousand of DCOs can be detected per year. The
differential rate Eq. (2.8) describes the detected events distributed as a function of redshift.
Therefore it could be used both to simulate the redshift distribution of the mock data and
also as the prior on the redshift Pobs(zi|~Ω, I).
3 Simulation and results
The purpose of this work is to investigate the prospects of using the future standard siren
data without redshift measurements to constrain cosmological parameters. To this end, we
first randomly simulate the DL data representative of what could be observed by the ET,
based on the redshift distribution of these events as described in Section 2.2. Then, we apply
our approach, outlined in Section 2, to the simulated data and test its fidelity regarding the
cosmological inference.
3.1 Mock data
We assume flat ΛCDM Universe with H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.30 as a fiducial model
in our simulation. By setting this model, the redshift distribution of the mock data can be
calculated using Eq. (2.8). We adopt the values of intrinsic inspiral rates n˙0(zs) reported by
Dominik et al. [30] for the whole class of DCO. Our fiducial model is the same they used.
For simplicity, we only considered the standard scenario with “low-end” case of metallicity
evolution. It has been tested (see e.g. Fig 2 in [28]) that different choices of evolutionary
scenarios would not strongly affect the final distribution.
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Figure 1: Redshift distribution of DCO inspiral events predicted for the ET (left) and one
example of the histogram of simulated DCO events (right).
The calculated redshift distribution of DCO inspiral events predicted to be detected by
the ET including NS-NS, BH-NS, BH-BH is shown in Fig. 1. This distribution can serve as a
sampling distribution to generate the simulated redshifts of DCO systems. Overwhelmingly,
the distribution is dominated by the BH-BH systems. This is because the BH-BH systems are
the predominant population of DCOs and typically have stronger signals than NS-NS, BH-
NS. As an example, the histogram of redshifts obtained with 10,000 simulations is shown in
Fig. 1. This sample size is sufficient for our purpose, and at the same time, it is representative
of what would be achieved very soon when the ET is put into service. In previous work [28],
it has been estimated that the ET would register about 104 − 105 inspiral DCO events per
year.
Following the common practice, mock luminosity distance is generated as DL,sim(zs) =
DL,fid(zs) + N(0, σ), where DL,sim(zs) and DL,fid(zs) are simulated and fiducial values of
the luminosity distance at a given redshift, respectively. Assuming the fiducial cosmological
model as a ‘true’ one, the values of luminosity distance (DL,fid(z)) at the corresponding red-
shift can be calculated within such model. The N(0, σ) term is the Gaussian random variable
with zero mean and variance σ corresponding to the uncertainty regarding the luminosity
distance measurement. Given the values of uncertainty level, one can randomly generate the
simulated values of DL,sim.
3.2 Cosmological inference
In this section, we investigate posterior distributions of cosmological parameters from the
analysis of simulated mock data using our approach based on Eq. (2.4) and (2.5). We
consider two simplest cosmological models with the following expansion rates:
H(z) = H0
√
Ωm(1 + z)3 + (1− Ωm), (3.1)
H(z) = H0
√
Ωm(1 + z)3 + (1− Ωm)(1 + z)3(1+w), (3.2)
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Figure 2: Illustration of the maximization distribution of the posterior for the cosmological
parameters in the flat ΛCDM model based on ∼ 5, 000 realizations of datasets, each dataset
contain 10,000 events. In the simulation, DL are set with different uncertainty levels. In
the fitting, the universal prior of uncertainty level is adopted as U([5%,20%]). The contour
regions denote the 68% (1-σ) and 95% (2-σ) confidence region. The blue lines denote the
true values of the fiducial model parameters.
which phenomenologically describe the dark energy modeled as a perfect fluid with barotropic
equation of state: p = −ρ and p = wρ, respectively2.
We performed the Monte Carlo probability maximization by first repeatedly simulating
a set of mock data realizations with random noise and of a sufficiently big size; each realization
contained 10,000 events. We then derived the maximization distribution of the posterior for
the parameters ~Ω using Eq. (2.5) based on the realizations. The simulation process continued
until the maximization distribution was stable. In this study, only the luminosity distance
is considered as the observed data, and the uncertainty of this distance would not usually
be perfectly known. Thus, in our analysis, the uncertainty is assumed as a parameter which
should be marginalized over in the final result. Moreover, these uncertainty levels would
affect the posterior; thus we adopt three different uncertainty levels randomly distributed
as U([5%, 10%]), U([5%, 15%]), U([5%, 20%]), respectively. We infer their corresponding
cosmological inference, in sequence.
The inference for two cosmological models mentioned above is given in the following
subsections.
3.2.1 The ΛCDM model
We assume uniform priors: H0 ∼ U([45, 95]) and Ωm ∼ U([0.1, 0.55]) for the cosmological
parameters. Since the uncertainty level of the DL is not perfectly unknown, we adopt the
uncertainty level as U([5%, 20%]) as the universal prior.
The confidence contours and marginalized Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs)
are shown in Fig. 2-(a). In order to study the precision and accuracy of cosmological inference
as a function of data quality, we set the uncertainty of DL at different levels as mentioned
above. We see that the reliable inference (within 68% (1-σ) confidence) could be achieved
at each uncertainty level. Not surprisingly, with the higher uncertainty level, the scatter of
2These models are known as flat ΛCDM and wCDM, respectively.
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Figure 3: Results for wCDM model.
H0 realizations is slightly larger with the central value slightly shifted from the true point.
We tested that adopting the prior uncertainty levels other than U([5%, 20%]) could shift
the central region toward different directions. Yet, all these modifications resulted with an
inference in agreement with true values within 1-σ.
Besides the uncertainty level, the confidence regions for the inferred cosmological pa-
rameters are related to the number of detected events. As we discussed in Section 1, the
precision of H0 measurement is necessary to shed light on the tension between Planck and
local probes. Therefore we also investigated how many data on DL would be required to
achieve a percent precision for the Hubble constant. Fixing the uncertainty level for DL at
10%, we increased the size of the data gradually from 2 × 103 to 1 × 105 and obtained the
corresponding 1-σ confidence region of inferred H0, as listed in Tab. 1. The result shows that
the inference of H0 with ∼ 1% precision requires 1× 105 samples of DL.
3.2.2 The wCDM model
In the wCDM model, the equation of state coefficient w is a free parameter. Therefore,
besides H0 and Ωm, for which we assume the same uniform priors as in ΛCDM case, we
should set a prior on w as well. To calculate the posterior, we assumed a uniform prior
w ∼ U([−2.0,−0.5]).
Since there is a strong degeneracy between the equation of state for dark energy (w -
parameter) and other parameters, the posterior distributions are supposed to be wider when
w is set free. Indeed, in Fig. 3 we present the results for the wCDM model with wider
confidence contours. Despite of this degeneracy, the results indicate that our approach is still
able to recover cosmological parameters within 1-σ for the distance uncertainty level up to
20%.
Concerning the uncertainty of cosmological inference as a function of sample size (Tab. 1),
one can see that with the biggest sample of 100 × 103 measurements, the 1 − σ confidence
region for H0 would be as big as ±5.2, which corresponds to ∼ 7% precision.
4 Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the prospects of using gravitational waves from inspiralling
compact binaries as standard sirens for the cosmological inference. Though the redshift z
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Table 1: The 1-σ confidence region for H0 as a function of sample size. The DL uncertainty
is distributed as U(5%, 15%).
∆H0
N (×103) 2 5 10 50 100
ΛCDM ±6.5 ±4.3 ±3.4 ±1.4 ±1.0
wCDM ±10.6 ±10.3 ±9.5 ±6.1 ±5.2
of such GW events would be unknown – unmeasurable from the GW waveforms, and very
hard to obtain by EM counterpart identification for sources at greater distances and for BH
systems – we proved that this inference could be achieved as long as the sources redshift
probability distribution could be provided.
Using the Bayes theorem, we constructed the posterior of cosmological parameters using
the redshift distribution as a prior Eq. (2.5). We have shown that this prior, i.e. Pobs(zi|~Ω, I),
is predictable, given the intrinsic merger rate of DCO events and the expected sensitivity of
the detector, i.e. the ET in the case we discussed. Then, we estimated the precision and
accuracy of our approach using simulated mock data generated by combining the Pobs(zi|~Ω, I)
with the fiducial cosmological model.
We repeatedly generated the realizations of datasets each containing 10,000 systems and
computed the maximization distribution for the parameters (~Ω) of ΛCDM and wCDM model.
Because the data were simulated from the fiducial model, the true values of cosmological
parameters were assumed as known. Therefore the inferred values of these parameters allowed
to study both the precision and accuracy of the inference as well as their changes as a
function of data quality, i.e. the uncertainty of DL measurements. We stress again that in
this work, we assumed that the only observable quantity was the luminosity distance whose
uncertainty level was not perfectly known. Consequently, the luminosity distance uncertainty
was assumed as a free parameter in the analysis and marginalized over. Our results show
that one can obtain the non-biased cosmological inference at different DL uncertainty levels
up to 20% in agreement with pre-assumed true values within 1-σ level.
We also investigated the confidence regions for the inferred cosmological parameters as
a function of sample size. We found that if one aims at the H0 measurement contributing
to the resolution of the tension in ΛCDM model between Planck and other low redshift
measurements, one needs a sample size of ∼ 1 × 105 events (see. Tab. 1). Even though it
seems large, such a sample size could be provided in one year of successful operation of the
ET.
In the literature concerning LIGO/Virgo or LISA detectors, different concepts concern-
ing redshift priors have been discussed. Mostly, the idea there was to incorporate all potential
host galaxies [14, 23, 31] or clusters [22] from wide-field sky surveys such as the SDSS. Re-
cently, [32] performed a statistical standard siren analysis of GW170817 which did not utilize
knowledge of NGC 4993 as the unique host galaxy. By weighting the host galaxies by stellar
mass or star-formation rate they obtained consistent results with potentially tighter con-
straints. Admittedly, such statistical methods were claimed to be able to constrain H0 to
several percent levels. Such approaches are only applicable whenever the redshift proxies can
be well assessed or the electromagnetic counterpart is detected. However, the GW events
registered in the era of the ET would come from very high redshifts at which host galax-
ies would not be available to the wide-field surveys. Hence, it is possible that the approach
– 9 –
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Figure 4: The inferred H0 when the standard scenario for n˙0(zs) was used to generate the
mock data, but the delayed SN scenario was used as a prior. The red line is the true value
of H0 used in mock data generation.
proposed in this paper might be the only option in the era of 3rd generation of GW detectors.
In this work, we used only one particular population synthesis model of inspiral rates
n˙0(zs) (i.e. the “low-metallicity” standard scenario) to generate the mock data, and then
to derive cosmological parameters. Even though the difference between each population
model by Dominik et al. [30] is small, it can be expected that this small difference could be
amplified by the selection effects inherent to the GW observations. This means that if the
wrong prior of n˙0(zs) is assumed, an extra bias would be introduced. To test this, we took
for the simulations the n˙0(zs) according to the standard scenario, but used the delayed SN
scenario as a prior for the inference. In order to directly observe the bias on H0 induced by
such mismatch in assumptions, we fixed the value of Ωm during the fitting. The result shown
in Fig. 4 from which the bias on the inferred H0 is clearly seen. In the future, we hope that
n˙0(zs) would be known better, following better understanding of the DCO evolution and
refinement of population synthesis models based on existing and forthcoming GW detections
by LIGO/Virgo. Let us also remark that our approach could also be applied to constraining
the right scenario for n˙0(zs) — one can set the cosmology as prior and select the best scenario.
Assessment of this idea would require more extensive tests and simulations, and is left for
the future work.
Furthermore, the n˙0(zs) also depends on the cosmological model, since the population
synthesis models predict coalescence rate as a function of time, and time-redshift relation
should be used. We have avoided this problem by adopting the same cosmology as Dominik
et al. [30] have used. This issue deserves more comprehensive studies in the future using
parametrized models for the DCO population.
Even though it was shown in [20] that with about 10 lensed GW and EM signals (realistic
number for the ET) one would achieve a sub-percent accuracy of the H0 measurement, yet
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it would not be fast and easy to gather such a sample. In particular, the pipelines to identify
lensed GW events are still under development. On the contrary, luminosity distances inferred
from the inspiral waveforms would be routinely measured in significant numbers quickly
building up the samples we discussed. Therefore it would be promising to develop further
the method we proposed.
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